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BRIEF REPORT 

On September 3rd, 2019, Kurukshetra University Technology Incubation Center(KUTIC) 

opened its first activity in Kurukshetra University's Senate Hall in the presence of 

Prof.Kaislash Chandra Sharma, Vice-Chancellor, KUK, Prof.Manjula Chaudhary, Nodal 

Officer RUSA and Dean, Academic Affairs and Speaker of the day, Dr. Anil Jain, President, 

Vaiseshika Electron Devices, Ambala Cantt. along with the Members of Project action Group 

namely Prof.Anurekha Sharma, Prof Anita Yadav, Prof. Anil Mittal, Dr.HardeepAnand and 

Ms Reeta Devi.  

Prof. Manjula Chaudhary, Dean Academic Affairs and Nodal RUSA, apprised the audience 

about the objectives and outcomes of this component and reiterated the need for the hour to 

be job creators rather than job seekers. Followed by Prof. Anurekha Sharma, Coordinator 

KUTIC, gave an account of the activities to be carried out at the Technology Incubator 

Center, which are: development of nursery incubators by organizing student innovation 

competition, organization of expert talks and workshops and incubating startups. Then 

center's activities were kicked off by unveiling the Innovision 2019 poster followed 

byinaugural address by chief guest of the event, Prof. Kalish Chandra Sharma, Vice-

Chancellor, KUK. In his speech, the Vice-Chancellor called on the students to think out of 

the box and simply not rely on bookish information. He urged them to innovate to meet local 

needs, and thus contribute to making in India.  

The keynote speaker of the day, Dr. Anil Jain, in his talk entitled "Innovation: Locomotive 

Engine for Young India Development," said that the shrinking job market and the weakening 

of the economy made the situation very difficult for newly qualified engineers and scientists. 

He said he is here to answer students 'concerns and show them the road map to turn their 

persona from an ordinary young Indian citizen to an ambitious Indian nation-builder. He 

shared, innovation will transform you into Big Bazar's Kishore Biyani or the Amazon's Jeff 

Bezos. He also motivates students, why not produce at least ten innovators a year at this 

Kurukshetra University, who can then become entrepreneurs who will provide jobs for 150 

people within two years. He said, if you have the idea; the technology has your information 

leverage device. You have the power to transform from career seeker to career provider. It 



can happen only if you agree to travel in your Life, right from today, from compulsiveness of 

seeking a job to the consciousness of becoming a Job Provider. In his final words of the 

event, he saidInnovation is the Locomotive Engine of Wealth Generation in the industrial and 

business world today”The event closed by felicitating the speaker and vote of thanks.  

 

 

 
 


